To, Too or Two

First Grade Vocabulary Worksheet

The words to, too and two are homonyms. A homonym is a word that sounds like another word but has a different meaning.
To: toward a point, person, place or thing.
Too: also
Two: a number, 1 plus 1

Read the sentences below and write the correct to, too or two in the blank spaces.

I am going _____ the library at ______ o’clock.

Your shoes are _____ big for me.

I’m _____ young _____ drive a car.

The book is _____ hard _____ read.

We are going _____ the park.

I have _____ dollars left.

My cat is _____ fat.
The words to, too and two are homonyms. A homonym is a word that sounds like another word but has a different meaning.

To: toward a point, person, place or thing.
Too: also
Two: a number, 1 plus 1

Read the sentences below and write the correct to, too or two in the blank spaces.

I am going to the library at two o’clock.

Your shoes are too big for me.

I’m too young to drive a car.

The book is too hard to read.

We are going to the park.

I have two dollars left.

My cat is too fat.